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1. Introduction

Totally geodesic submanifolds of Riemannian symmetric spaces have been well

investigated and it has been shown that they have beautiful and fruitful

properties. In particular, due to the (M+,M_)-theory by B.Y. Chen and T. Nagano

[1] this subject has made great progress. Naturally reductive homogeneous spaces

are known as a natural generalization of Riemannian symmetric spaces. K. Tojo

[6] investigated totally geodesic submanifolds of naturally reductive homogeneous

spaces and obtained a necessary and sufficient condition of their existence. We

will recall his result in section 3. Moreover he implicitly made the following

conjecture.

Conjecture. If a simply connected irreducible naturally reductive homogeneous

space M admits a totally geodesic hyper surf ace, then M has constant sectional

curvature.

The conjecture is regarded as a generalization of the result which was shown

in the case of Riemannian symmetric spaces by B.Y. Chen and T. Nagano [1]. K.

Tojo gave an affirmative answer to the conjecture in the case that dimΛ/=3, 4

and 5 [6] and in the case that M is a normal homogeneous space [7]. We shall

prove that the conjecture above is true.

Main Theorem. If a simply connected irreducible (as a Riemannian manifold)

naturally reductive homogeneous space M admits a totally geodesic hypersurface,

then M has constant sectional curvature.

We shall discuss the irreducibility of naturally reductive homogeneous spaces

in Section 2 and prove the main theorem in Section 3.

2. Irreducibility of naturally reductive homogeneous spaces

We first recall basic definitions and properties of naturally reductive
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homogeneous spaces, following J.E. D'Atri and W. Ziller [2] and S. Kobayashi and

K. Nomizu [3]. See also O. Kowalski and L. Vanhecke [4], [5]. Let (M,g) be a

homogeneous Riemannian manifold. Let K be a connected Lie group of isometries

which acts transitively and almost effectively on M and let H be the isotropy

subgroup at a point oeM. Let f be the Lie algebra of K and ί) the subalgebra

corresponding to H. Let m be an Λd(7/)-invariant subspace which is complementary

to ί) in ϊ. We denote by x^ and xm the ί)-component and the m-component of

XGΪ, respectively. As usual we identify m with the tangent space T0M at o and

denote by <, > the inner product on m induced from the metric g0 on T0M.

DEFINITION 2.1. A homogeneous Riemannian manifold (M9g) is said to be a

naturally reductive homogeneous space if there exist K and m as above such that

(2.1) <[*^]m>*> + <M*,z]m>=0 for any x,y,zem.

From now on we assume that (M9g) is a naturally reductive homogeneous

space. Then by a theorem of Kostant we may assume that f = m-f [m,m]. Let

Λm: m -+ so(τn) be a linear mapping which corresponds to the Riemannian connection

V (see [3] Chapter X), where so(m) denotes the Lie algebra consisting of skew

symmetric endomorphisms of (m,<,». Then Λm is given by

(2.2) ΛJxXy)=-[x9y]m for x9y e m

(cf. Theorem 3.3 p.201 in [3]),

DEFINITION 2.2. A subspace V of m is said to be Am-invariant if it satisfies

Λm(jc)(F) cz Kfor any xem. Moreover a Λm-invariant subspace Fis K^-irreducible

if V has only trivial Λm-invariant subspaces.

We set mo = {vem\Am(x)(v) = 0 for any xem}. Then we evidently have the

following orthogonal decomposition into Λm-invariant subspaces:

(2.3) m = m o 0 m 1 © ©mΓ,

where for each / ( l < / < r ) m( is Λm-irreducible and Am(x)\m.φ0 for some xem.

Theorem 2.3. Let M=K/H be a naturally reductive homogeneous space with

Ad(H)-invariant decomposition ϊ = f)φm. We assume that I = m + [m,m]. Let

m = m o φ m 1 © •••©mr

be the decomposition of m which satisfies (2.3). If we set

Ii = mi + [mί,mί] (i = 0,l, ,r)
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ί ^ n ί ) (ΐ = 0,l,. .,r),

then we have f = ϊ o θ ϊ i θ ® Ir and ί) = f)oθ ϊ)i θ φί)Γ as direct sums of Lie algebras.

Proof. We first show the following identity.

Lemma 2.4. Let M=K/H be a homogeneous space with Ad(H)-invariant

decomposition ϊ = t)®m. Then the following holds:

for x,y,zem.

Proof of Lemma 2.4. By the Jacobi's identity, we have

0 =

m,x] 4- [[z,x]m,

Comparing the ^-components of both sides, we obtain the identity in Lemma 2.4.

D

By (2.2) and (2.3), we have [m,mI]m c mt. In particular,

(2.4) Cmf,mJm = 0 for iVy,

(2.5) [m ί,m I]m = mi for I > 1 .

Lemma 2.5. The following relations hold:

(1) [nvn^O for iφj.

(2) [[mί,mj,mj=θ /or///

(3) [[m^mj^mj c m^

(4) [[m i,m i],m ί] c m̂  + [m^mj .

Proof of Lemma 2.5. (1) It is sufficient to prove that [m^ntj]^ = 0 for / Φj. We

may assume that i>\. By Lemma 2.4, we have for jc,^em, and zemj9

Since [m ί,m i]m = mi for />1, we have [m ί,mJ]I) = 0.

(2) From the Jacobi's identity and (1), it follows that for x9yemi9 zentj

[ [x jαz] = - [[y,z],x] - Uz,x],y\ = 0.
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(3) By (1) and (2), we obtain [[x,.y]$,z]=0 for x,yemi9 zexrij (iφj). Therefore

for xfy,vemh zerrij {iφj)

<llχ,y%ϊ]9zy = - <^[[*j>V]>=o,

that is, [[x,χ]&>mi] ci rrtf.
(4) By (3) and (2.5), we obtain (4). •

Proof of Theorem 2.3. We first prove that each ϊ, is an ideal of I. In fact

applying the relations in Lemma 2.5, we obtain the following:

[m^m^mj] c

[[m^m^mj

a [m f + [>!;, t n ^ m j c: ntf-f [m^mj.

Since [m^ntj],,, ci m̂  ((/ = 0,l, ,r), we have ί)ί = [m i,m f]ή and hence li = mi®ί)i

(direct sum). Finally we shall show that ί) = ί) 0®^i® '"®hr a s a direct sum of

vector spaces. Let x be a vector of (ί)0H—+ϊ)i)<^t)ΐ+i Since xe\)i+ί by (1)

and (2), it follows [x,υ] = 0 for any vem0H— +mi + mi + 2-\— 4-mr. On the other

hand since xeί)0+—h-1)£ again by (1) and (2), it follows [x,f]=0 for any

vemi+ί. These imply [x,y]=0 for any vem. Since K acts almost effectively on

M, we have x = 0. Hence ( ί ) 0 + — h ί>£) r̂  ί)£_,_ x = 0. Since [m,m]ί) = ί), we have

^ = ̂ 0 ^ 0 . . . ® ^ . Noticing that lt are ideals of f, we have ϊ = ϊ o θ ϊ i θ •• ®t r

and ^ = f)oθt)iΘ ®f)r a s direct sums of Lie algebras. Π

Corollary 2.6. Let M = Kj H be a simply connected irreducible (as a Riemannian

manifold) naturally reductive homogeneous space. If Λm φ 0, m is Am-irreducible.

Proof. Let m = m o ® m 1 © •••©mr be the decomposition of m which satisfies

(2.3). By Theorem 2.3, we see that each m̂  is an invariant subspace by the holonomy

algebra of the Riemannian connection (cf. see [3] Chapter X §4). Therefore the

above decomposition has the only one factor. Since Λ m /0, m / m 0 and thus m

is Λm-irreducible. •

3. Proof of the Main Theorem

We first recall a theorem of K. Tojo ([6]). Let M = K/H be a naturally
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reductive homogeneous space with v4d(//)-invariant decomposition ϊ = ί)φm.

According to [6], we put φx = Am(x) for simplicity. Since φx is a skew symmetric

endomorphism on (m, <,», eφ* is defined as a linear isometry on (m, <,» . Then

K. Tojo showed the following (Theorem 3.2 in [6]).

Theorem 3.1. Let V be a subspace of m (which is canonically identified with

T0M). Then there exists a totally geodesic submanifold of M through o whose

tangent space at o is V if and only if the following holds:

R(eφx( K), eφx( V))eφx( V) c eφ*( V) for any xeV9

where R denotes the Riemannian curvature tensor of M.

The above theorem is considered as a generalization of the Lie triple system

in Riemannian symmetric spaces due to E. Cartan.

Now we shall prove Main Theorem. Let M be as in Main Theorem. If Λm = 0,

then M is a simply connected irreducible Riemannian symmetric space. In this

case, our theorem has been proved by B.Y. Chen and T. Nagano [1]. Therefore

we assume that Λ m / 0 . By Corollary 2.6, it follows that m is Λm-irreducible. Let

S be a totally geodesic hypersurface of M. Since M is a homogeneous Riemannian

manifold, we may assume that S is through o. Let V be a hyperplane (i.e., a

subspace with codimension 1) of m which is a tangent space of S at o. We denote

by ξ the unit vector of m which is orthogonal to V. We set

Vι = {φξx\xem} = {φξx\xeV}.

Then Vx is a subspace of V. In fact for any jcem, (φξx,ξ}= —(x,φξξ} = 0. Since

m is Λm-irreducible, ^ / O . We set Oί=RξφVί.

Lemma 3.2. The following equations hold:

(1) <Λ(x,y)z,O=0.

(2) (φξx,yXR{z,ξ)ξ> w> - <φίx,z><Λ(y,ί){,w> = <R(y,z)w,φξx}
for x,y,ze F,wem.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Applying Theorem 3.1, we obtain

(3.1) (R(etφxy,etφxz)etφxw,etφxξ> = 0

for x9y,z,we V,teR.

Putting t = 0 in (3.1), we obtain (1). Differentiating (3.1) with respect to t at t = 0,

(3.2) (R(φχy9z)w,ξ} + <R(y9φxz)w9ξ}

φ,ιv,O + <R(y,z)w,φxξ} = 0.
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We put φ^ = (cpxy, ξ^ξ + v, where veV. Then by the equation (1) in this lemma

)w,ζ} + <R(v9z)w9ξ)

Similarly we have

Substituting them in (3.2), we obtain (2) for we V. If w = ξ, the both sides of (2)

are equal to 0. Therefore the equation (2) holds for all went. Π

By Lemma 3.2 (2), it follows that

(3.3)

for ve Vu y,ze V, wem.

For xem, we define a symmetric endomorphism Rx:m->m by Rxy = R(yyx)x.

Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant c such that Rξx = ex for any xeVx.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let x be an arbitrary non-zero vector of Vι and y be a

vector of V which is orthogonal to x. Putting v = z = w = x in (3.3), we have

(R(x,ξ)ξ,y) = 0. On the other hand, clearly (R(x,ξ)ξ,ξ}=0. This implies that

Vγ is a subspace of some eigenspace with respect to Rξ. We may take its eigenvalue

as the constant c. •

Lemma 3.4. For any veθu the following relations hold:

(1) R(y,z)v = 0 for any y,zevL,

(2) Rvx = c{(v,v}x—(xiv}v} for xeθl9

(3) Rvx = (v,v}Rξx forxeOΪ,

where v1 and O\ denote the orthogonal complements in m of v and Ou respectively

and the constant c in (2) is given in Lemma 3.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We consider the following three cases for υeθ{.

Case 1. υ = ξ;

Case 2. v is a unit vector of Vv In this case we denote e by such a υ\

Case 3. v is an arbitrary unit vector of Ov

Case 1. By Lemma 3.2 (1), R(y,z)ξ = 0 for any y,ze V. By Lemma 3.3

Rξx = c{x-<x,ξ}ξ} for xeθx.

Therefore (1), (2), and (3) in Lemma 3.4 hold for this case.
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Case 2. Let y, z be vectors of eλnV. Putting v = e in (3.3), we have

R(γ9z)e = 0. Moreover it holds that R(y,ξ)e = 0. In fact, for we F,

and

y, ξ)e, O = - <R(e,ξ)ξ,y> = ~ <R&y> = - c<e9y> = 0.

From these, we see that (1) holds. Applying (3.3) for v = z = e and yeeλnV, we

obtain R^^Rξy. Hence (2) and (3) hold.

Case 3. It is easily seen that the following relations hold:

R{y9e)ξ=-c<y,ξ>e

R(y,ξ)e=-c<y,e>ξ

for a unit vector eeVί and any j em.

We put t; = cos0e + sin0ξ for some unit vector eeVί and some θeR. For

y,zeeLr\ V, we have

R(y9z)v = cos ΘR(y,z)e 4- sin ΘR(y,z)ξ = 0,

jR(y, — sin Oe 4- cos 0£)ι>

= - sin 0cos ΘR(y,e)e - sin2 ΘR(y9e)ξ

+ cos2 0Λ(y, ξ)e 4- sin 0 cos ΘR(y, ξ)ξ

= sin 0 cos Θ{R^ - i?^} = 0.

Hence in this case (1) holds.

For x e m , we have

(3.4) Rυx = cos2 ΘRex + sin2 ΘRξx -f sin θ cos 0{iφc,e)f 4- R(x9 ξ)e)

= cos2 0ΛeΛ: 4- sin2 ΘRξx - c sin θ cos 0{<x, ξ > 4- {x,e)ξ}.

For JCGO 1 ? (3.4) implies

Rvx = c cos2 θ{x-(x,e}e} + c sin2 θ{x-(x,ξ}ξ}

- c sin θ cos 0{<JC, O e + <*>*>£}

= c{x-<x,i;>i;}.

For xeO}, (3.4) implies Rvx = Rξx. •

Lemma 3.5. 77ze following identity holds:
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© {φx(R(γ,z)w)-Riφ^zjw-R(y,φxz)w-R(y,z)φxw} = 0

for x,y,z,wem.

Here the symbol S denotes the cyclic sum with respect to the indicated variables.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. It is known that the covariant derivative VR of R is

given as follows

= φx(R(y, z)w) - Riφj, z)w - R(y, φxz)w - R{y, z)φxw.

By this and Bianchi's 2nd identity of VR, we have the identity in this lemma.

D

We consider the symmetric endomorphism Rξ: m -• m. Evidently we have

Rξ(V) c V. Then V is decomposed into the eigenspaces of Rξ:

where each pf ( ι = l , •••,/) is the eigenspace of Rξ with eigenvalue A,. Here we

set λt=c, where the constant c has been given in Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.3,

it follows that Vί cz pv

Lemma 3.6. (1) For x9yepί9 φxyeRξφp1.

(2) For xepn y^Vj (j^ 1)> <Pχy w contained in the eigenspace of Rξ with eigenvalue
λi + λj

Proof of Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.5, we have for xepiy

0 = φlR[x,y)ξ) - R(φξx,y)ξ - R(x,

+ φy(R(ξ,x)ξ) - R(φyξ,x)ξ - R(ξ, φyx)ξ ~ R(ξ,x)φyξ

= λjΨxy - 2Rξ(φxy) - R(y9 ξ)φxξ - X&yx + R(x, ξ)φyξ

=(λ t + λj)φxy - 2Rξ(φxy) + 2c(φxξiy>ξ.

Hence

(3,5) 2Rξ(φχy) = (λt + λj)φj + 2c<φxξ,y)ξ.

If ι = y = l , then (3.5) implies Λ(,(φxy) = c{(^xy — <φχy,ξ>ί} Therefore (1) in this

lemma holds. Ify'/l, (3.5) implies ^ ( φ x y ) = i L τ A i Φ x > ; . Therefore (2) in this lemma
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holds. •

Lemma 3.7. If xepi9 yePj {iφj\ then we have φxy = 0.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. We assume that jΦ\ and that φ^ΦO. We set

φxy = z. Then by Lemma 3.6 (2), z is an eigenvector of Rξ with eigenvalue
A i ^ i i . Since 0^<φ x y,z>= — (y,φxz}9 y and φxz are eigenvectors of Rξ with same

eigenvalue. Therefore we have λj = ̂ λjJjAs + λi) and hence Af = AJ? that is, i=j. It

is contrary to our assumption iΦj. Therefore we have φxy = 0. •

Since Vγ cz p 1 ? together with Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, we see that RξξBpί,p2>'-,Vι

are Λm-invariant subspaces. By Λm-irreducibility, we have m = /?^0p 1 . By this

and Lemma 3.4, it holds that

R(v,x)y = c{(x,y}v — (v,y)x} for veθί= Rξ® Vt and x,y e m.

We define a tensor Ro of type (1,3) by

R0{u9 v)w = <ι;, w}u - <M, w}v

and define a subspace rt of m by

n = {x e m I i(x)(R - cR0) = 0}.

The preceding result means that Oί a n. Now we note that the curvature tensor

R is given as follows (cf [3] ρ.202):

4 4 2

= - LΊ>> ̂ ]ft,z] + φx<p,z - φyφxz - φ(φχy _ ̂ yX)z

for x,y,zem.
Since /? and Ro are invariant by the action of I), the subspace n is invariant by the

action of I). In particular we see that [[y,z]ή,t?]en for υen and y,zem.

We first assume that c / 0 . For an arbitrary vector xe V9 we have

Hence ξ and φφxξξ are contained in n. By the preceding remark, it follows that

[[X£]ί>>£]e n Hence R(x,ξ)ξen. On the other hand, since V=pu R(x,ξ)ξ = cx.

Since cφO, we have xen. Therefore we see that n = m, that is, R has constant

sectional curvature c.

We secondly assume that c = 0. We define subspaces Kf (/ = 0,1,2, •) inductively
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as follows. Set V0 = Rξ. We define Vi+ί by a subspace linearly spanned by φxz
for xem, ze Vt. We remark that Vγ coincides with the subspace defined at the
beginning in this section.

Lemma 3.8. For each i, Vt cz n = {xem\i(x)R = 0}.

Proof of Lemma 3.8. We shall prove our assertion by the induction with
respect to /. It is already shown that F o c n and Vγ a n. Suppose that our
assertion holds for 0,l, ,ι (ι>l). Then we shall prove that Kί+1 e n , that is,
φxzen for xem, zeV{. We consider the following three cases.
Case 1. xeVp 0<y</- l ;
Case 2. xsV{\
Case 3. xe(V0+ Vx+ ••• 4- Vt)\

Case 1. Since φxz= —φzxeVj+ι andy+l<ι , φxzen.
Case 2. By Lemma 3.5, we have for w,uem

0 = φx(R(z, u)v) — R(φxz9 u)υ—R(z9 φxu)v — R(z, u)φxv

+ φz(R(u,x)v) - R(φzu,x)v - R{u, φzx)v - R(u,x)φzv

+ φu(R(x,z)υ) - R(φux,z)v - R(x, φuz)v - R(x,z)φuv

= —2R{φxz,ιί)υ.

Therefore we have φxzen.
Case 3. It is sufficient to prove our assertion when z — φuv for wem,

VG Vi_1. We first remark that φxv = 0. In fact, for any went, <<pxι;,H>>= — (φwv,x}
and since φwv e Vt and x e (Vo + Vx + + Ff)1, we have (φxv9 w} = 0. It follows that

R(X,U)Ό = - l[x,u\v] + φxφuv - φuφxv - 2φφχUv

= - ILXyU^υ] + φxz - 2φφχtiv.

On other hand, R(x,u)v= — R(u,v)x — R(v,x)u = 0 by the assumption of induction.
Then we have φxz = [[x,u\v] + 2φφχUv. Since the right hand side is contained in
n, so is φxz. D

We set Oi=V0+V1+ — + Vt. Evidently we have Oo 9 Oj c ... c Ot

c Oi+1 c ... Therefore there exists an integer /' such that Oi = Oi + ί . Then O{

is an invariant subspace with respect to Λm. Since 0 f#O, we have O—m. By
Lemma 3.8, it follows that n = m, that is, the curvature tensor R vanishes. Thus
our theorem has been completely proved.
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